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Jurassic Dark Jun 07 2020 Matilda Dare might be in a new relationship, but she’s not sure.
Ever since Boone kissed her, it’s been up in the air if they’re an item or not. Either way, she
can’t focus on romance for very long because one of her best friends has been accused of
murder, and Matilda is bound and determined to prove her innocence. Matilda and Boone
find themselves on the trail of the real killer out in the wilds of New Mexico. But as they’re
pursuing the killer, they’re being pursued as well. Jurassic Dark is the third installment of
the funny small town mystery romance Goodnight Mysteries series and a spinoff of the

Matchmaker Mysteries. Goodnight…Sometimes sweet dreams end in murder. “Elise Sax
will win your heart.”—New York Times bestselling author Jill Shalvis “Sax will make you
laugh. Her larger-than-life characters jump off the page and make crazy seem like a fun
place to hang out.”—New York Times bestselling author Christie Craig “With quirky
characters reminiscent of Janet Evanovich’s Stephanie Plum series and a small-town
heroine redolent of Charlaine Harris’ Sookie Stackhouse” --RT Book Reviews “Fans of
laugh-out-loud romantic suspense will enjoy this new author as she joins the ranks of Janet
Evanovich, Katie MacAllister, and Jennifer Crusie.”—Booklist, on An Affair to Dismember
“A lighthearted and amusing caper with a sexy side order of romance . . . Gladie is an
endearing mess of a character, and the book is fast-paced and amusing, with a large cast of
quirky, small-town characters.”—Kirkus Reviews, on Matchpoint “There’s plenty for fans
to enjoy in Sax’s third Matchmaker installment, complete with energetic narration, zany
humor and a mystery that’s as engaging as the details of Gladie’s love life.”—RT Book
Reviews, on Love Game
Shattered Hearts: The Complete Series Aug 22 2021 The Shattered Hearts series is a
steamy and angsty New York Times bestselling rock star romance spanning an epic 25
years and 1,589 pages. After eight years of being tossed from one foster home to another,
Claire arrives at the home of Jackie Knight and her son, bad boy guitarist Chris Knight.
Chris becomes Claire's first friend and first love. But Chris's dreams of musical stardom

soon tear them apart, until fate brings them back together in an explosive reunion. Secrets
are revealed that leave them shattered. Will their secrets ruin their second chance at a
happily-ever-after? This set includes: - Forever Ours- Relentless- Pieces of You- Bring Me
Home- Chasing Abby
Bring Me Home Oct 04 2022 Sometimes, letting someone go is the ultimate act of
love.Claire has a past full of secrets and heartbreak. Rescued from the edge years ago by
Chris, her first love, she put her fears aside and forced him to leave town to pursue his
music dreams. They had no idea it would be the biggest mistake of their lives. After a year
apart and thousands of miles between them, sexy Adam Parker burst into Claire?s life with
his awful jokes and profound patience and gradually fixed her shattered heart. Things
haven?t been easy, but they might just have a future together. But now Chris has returned
and he is willing and determined to make Claire?s dreams come true - the same way she did
when she let him go. With Adam?s former girlfriend in the picture, Claire finds herself torn.
Both men own a piece of her heart, and one of them will get hurt no matter what she
decides... New Adult Contemporary Romance- Due to strong language, drug reference, and
sexual content, this book is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
The Way We Rise Sep 30 2019 The highly anticipated conclusion to the USA Today
bestselling Story of Us series. With Liam’s fate no longer in the balance, Rory and Houston
are poised on the precipice of a life-altering decision. When Rory’s father arrives in

California to comfort Rory and make amends, Houston finds the decision becomes much
easier to make. When Houston suggests they take a break Rory thinks he must be joking.
But he’s not. And his timing couldn’t be worse. With Houston and Rory vowing to keep
their new friendship strictly outside of the bedroom, their friends and family seize the
opportunity to draw out the torture and surprises. Ensuring that Houston and Rory’s story
has an ending they’ll never forget.
Evergreen: The Complete Series Apr 29 2022 From New York Times bestselling author
Cassia Leo comes an emotional romance about all-consuming love and family secrets. Jack
and I had everything. Then in one brutal instant, the universe tilted on its side, discarding us
into black nothingness. Now Jack is obsessed with revenge, and I’m desperate to leave the
night of our anniversary behind me. When we’re not fighting, the only way we
communicate is in the bedroom. With nothing left to lose, I write a goodbye letter and head
for my mother’s empty house, three hours away from Jack, where I quickly meet a neighbor
who helps me find a job. My new neighbor—handsome ex-soldier Isaac Evans—is
complicated. Nevertheless, we form a fast friendship, bonding over a mutual desire to create
something beautiful from the wreckage of our lives. But despite the distance between us,
Jack and I are still trying to make things work—fighting and playing dirtier than ever. And
he doesn’t appreciate my new friendship with Isaac. Not one damn bit.
Raise the Heat Mar 29 2022 Recipe for a successful promotion: STEP 1: Never accept a job

working for your ex-boyfriend's more successful twin brother. STEP 2: Never promise your
dad you'll stay away from your infuriatingly sexy new boss. STEP 3: Never let someone
catch you licking chocolate sauce off your new boss's utensil. STEP 4: Never risk your
career--for the second time--by falling in love with your boss. *** Each book in the Beastly
Bosses series can be read as a stand-alone, but you'll love reading them as a series.
The Story of Us: The Complete Series Sep 03 2022 Five pages... A letter holding a secret
buried for more than five years... A secret neither of them wanted to know. Will the truth
tear them apart… again? This boxed set collection contains The Story of Us complete
bestselling series, including a bonus novella To Portland, With Love! I’ve loved my best
friend's brother, Houston Cavanaugh, since I was eleven years old. But my friendship with
Hallie Cavanaugh meant too much to me to risk taking a chance with Houston. Until one
snowy afternoon, Houston and I find ourselves thrust together by the grief of Hallie’s death.
Our passionate and toxic relationship will test the boundaries of our loyalty to each other
and to Hallie’s memory, ultimately, leaving us in ruins. Five years later, Houston and I are
forced to work together opening up a new wine bar, and, to my horror, Houston doesn’t
recognize me. I haven’t changed much, but he certainly has. He’s still as sexy as he was five
years ago when he broke my heart, but time, grief, and a loveless marriage have broken
him. The moment Houston recognizes me, all our memories and long-buried passion come
rushing to the surface. Can we rewrite our story with a happy ending this time? Or will his

secrets be our unraveling again?
Dirt Feb 13 2021 From New York Times bestselling author Cassia Leo comes a
heartrending tale of all-consuming love, deadly family secrets, and overcoming unbearable
loss.In love and revenge, shoot for the heart.Their marriage was a fairy tale.Their
anniversary was a nightmare.Now they're fighting to hold on.But their attractive new
neighbor is going to complicate things.Jack and Laurel had everything. Then, in one brutal
instant, the universe tilted on its side, discarding them into black nothingness.Now, Jack is
obsessed with revenge and Laurel is desperate to leave the past behind her. The only way
they communicate anymore is in the bedroom. With nothing left to lose, she pens a goodbye
letter and heads for Portland, where she quickly meets a neighbor who helps her find a
job.Her new neighbor-handsome ex-soldier Isaac Evans-is complicated. Nevertheless, they
form a fast friendship, bonding over their mutual desire to create something beautiful from
the wreckage of their lives.But despite the distance between them, Jack and Laurel are still
trying to make things work-fighting and playing dirtier than ever. And he doesn't appreciate
Laurel's new friendship with Isaac. Not one damn bit.
King Jul 21 2021 She stole a suitcase full of cash—and secrets—from a king of the Las
Vegas underworld. Then she stole his heart. It was too tempting to pass up. A suitcase full
of cash. A new identity already burning a hole in my wallet. So I did it. I took the money
and ran. I had no idea the money belonged to a king of the Las Vegas underworld. And I

definitely wasn’t prepared for what he would do to get it back. *** I knew I shouldn’t have
let a drug addict ex-grunt pick up that suitcase, even if he was my best friend. I should never
have agreed to be the one to get the suitcase back. Then I wouldn’t have met Izzy Lake and
fallen for her bad fake accent, her beauty, and her raw vulnerability. If I don’t get that
suitcase back in eight days, I’ll be spending the rest of my life behind bars. I need that
suitcase. But I need her more.
Until Now: Until Series Jun 27 2019 *updated editing January 2017*18+ due to mature
content.This is the first book in the Until Series but can be read as a stand alone. No
cliffhangers.Then: Sixteen-year-old Bridget Larson was no stranger to heartbreak. When
she found herself pregnant and alone, a flashing neon sign changed her fate. Bridget
discovered the love and belonging she craved in strangers at a fifties-style diner.Twentyfour-year-old Billy Hall struggled with his own grief. He was wandering Europe in search
of his purpose in life when he received a call that would leave him saddled with his family's
diner. It was a noose around his neck until a pregnant teenager stumbled in hungry and
scared. Inexplicably drawn to the girl, he had no idea the purpose he traveled the world to
find was simply waiting for him to come home Now: After spending years repressing their
feelings for each other Bridget and Billy's life is about to change again. The baby who
brought them together is leaving for college today. Is she taking their last reason to stay in
each other's lives or giving them a reason to finally admit their love?Until Series: Until Now

(Bridget and Billy)Until Here novella (Melanie and Preston)Until Us (Katie and Tyler)Until
You novella (Alexis and Jason)
Amber Sky Nov 12 2020 From New York Times bestselling author Cassia Leo comes a
haunting, atmospheric romance about the power of love and memory. A devastating car
crash leaves Cassidy O'Connor stranded in rural Pennsylvania with no memory of how she
got there. Her only company is Walker Ainsley, the handsome, quietly mysterious man who
saved her from the wreckage and took her into his home. But when her ride back to town
arrives after the crash, Cassidy can’t bring herself to leave Walker behind. She is
determined to convince him to go back to Philadelphia with her, until she begins to question
the haunting circumstances that brought them together.
The Way We Fall Jun 19 2021 Five pages... A letter holding a secret buried for more than
five years... A secret neither of them wanted to know. Will the truth tear them apart…
again? I’ve loved my best friend's brother, Houston Cavanaugh, since I was eleven years
old. But my friendship with Hallie Cavanaugh meant too much to me to risk taking a chance
with Houston. Until one snowy afternoon, Houston and I find ourselves thrust together by
the grief of Hallie’s death. Our passionate and toxic relationship will test the boundaries of
our loyalty to each other and to Hallie’s memory, ultimately, leaving us in ruins. Five years
later, Houston and I are forced to work together opening up a new wine bar, and, to my
horror, Houston doesn’t recognize me. I haven’t changed much, but he certainly has. He’s

still as sexy as he was five years ago when he broke my heart, but time, grief, and a loveless
marriage have broken him. The moment Houston recognizes me, all our memories and
long-buried passion come rushing to the surface. Can we rewrite our story with a happy
ending this time? Or will his secrets be our unraveling again?
Chase Jul 01 2022 From New York Times best selling author Cassia Leo comes a
workplace romance that combines politics with love. Larissa Jacobs' financial debt is
climbing after a failed attempt at becoming the next big thing in Hollywood. After losing
her job as a children's party entertainer, Larissa's roommate gets her a temp job. Her new
boss is Senator Chase Underwood: hot, married, and the current presidential candidate. But
Chase's penchant for domination in the workplace threatens his prospects of world
domination. When Larissa's affair with Chase erupts in scandal, Larissa finds herself being
used as a pawn in Chase's bid for the presidency. Will Larissa remain true to her promise to
wait for Chase until the scandal has blown over? Will Chase put his love for Larissa before
his career?
Keep Me (Twist Me #2) Mar 05 2020 Book 2 in the New York Times and USA Today
Bestselling Dark Romance Trilogy Abducted at eighteen. Held captive for 15 months. It
reads like one of those headlines. And yes, I did it. I stole her. Nora, with her long dark hair
and silky skin. She’s my weakness, my obsession. I’m not a good man. I never pretended to
be one. She can love me, but she can’t change me. I can, however, change her. My name is

Julian Esguerra, and Nora is mine to keep. ***Keep Me is the sequel to Twist Me, told from
Nora & Julian’s POV.***
Scartissue May 19 2021 Logan Hudson was a whole lot of sin wrapped up in heartache.I
was the son of the devil.The spawn of the boogeyman.Darkness was my domain. I didn't
just thrive on the pain and misery of others, I craved it. Fed on their screams and tears.And I
wanted hers the most.Shelby Grace. My walking, talking wet dream. So sweet that she
made my teeth hurt.But I'm cursed. Everything I touch rots at the core. I should stay away
from her. Leave her alone to live her innocent existence. Except I can't. Because there's one
thing darkness is meant to do...Corrupt the light.I know I shouldn't go down this road.
Logan Hudson was a bad idea with worse consequences. The pretty boy with a charming
smile and a list of conquests a mile long.But how do I resist the devil when he's always
there? Tempting me with sparkling green eyes and wicked smirk.It was impossible to hate
him. And trust me I was trying. Because it wasn't the monster I was afraid of.It was the
broken boy underneath.Warning: This book contains intense sexual scenes, if you are a
reader sensitive to such material please heed the authors warning in the front of the book.
Kneel for Me Sep 10 2020 One Queen. Three Suitors. A Devious Plot. Almost-Queen,
Amara, has never had time for romance. Until she has to find a husband or forfeit the
throne. With limited time on her hands, and a cousin eager to usurp her, Amara sets her
sights on a foreign prince. Things get complicated quickly as her childhood sweetheart and

her schoolyard enemy are on hand to confuse just about everything. Can she win the hand
of the prince and keep her crown? Currently available in Royal and Reckless. Kneel For Me
is a Contemporary Royal Reverse Harem.
The Way We Break Jul 29 2019 The stunning continuation in the bestselling Story of Us
series from New York Times bestselling author Cassia Leo. Live the truth... The truth about
Hallie has torn Houston and Rory apart for a second time. Houston is finally unburdened of
the secret his sister confided in him, but now he must deal with the aftermath. He has vowed
to set things right for Rory, and he's determined to get her back. But the destruction left in
the wake of Hallie's letter is not the only obstacle he must face. Houston must find a way to
win Rory back by showing her their story isn't over yet. …or live the lie. In her desperation
to move past the anguish of Hallie's secret and Houston’s lies, Rory seeks solace in Liam.
When Liam is transferred to another tech company in California, Rory jumps at his
invitation to leave Portland, and her broken heart, behind. In California, Rory finds a friend
who opens new doors for her in the literary world. But does this new friend have ulterior
motives?
Black Box Jul 09 2020 "Thoughtful, real and raw" - Sinfully Sexy Books "Unexpected,
beautiful and will not be forgotten" - Winding Stairs Book Blog From New York Times
best selling author Cassia Leo, comes an epic love story about rewriting destiny. Three
chance encounters… Two heart-breaking tragedies… One last chance to get it right. Mikki

and Crush have crossed paths twice before, but they’ve never met. Their first encounter
changed Mikki’s life forever, but their second meeting left them both scarred from a violent
attack. Three years after the attack, Mikki and Crush both book a flight to Los Angeles to
escape the memories of the past and expectations of their families. Crush plans to record a
song he wrote for a girl he doesn’t even know: Black Box. He’s never felt his life had any
purpose, until he meets Mikki in Terminal B. When Mikki and Crush cross paths for the
third time in Terminal B, neither has any idea who the other person is; until they slowly
piece together their history and realize fate has more in store for them than just another love
story.
Chasing Abby Nov 05 2022 The heart-stopping conclusion to the New York Times and
USA Today best selling Shattered Hearts series. Five years, six months, eight days…. It’s
been eighteen years since Abigail was born with a hole in her heart. Five years since she
collapsed on the soccer field. Five years, six months, eight days since she found out she was
adopted. Abby has spent five years wondering about the family she never knew and waiting
for her eighteenth birthday. When Abby shows up on the doorstep of Chris and Claire
Knight, her birth parents are overjoyed to see the little girl they lost eighteen years ago. One
summer is all they have to make up for the years they lost. But when opposing ideals
collide, a summer of love soon turns into a summer of heartache.
Chase Jan 27 2022 From New York Times best selling author Cassia Leo comes a romance

that combines politics with pleasure. Larissa Jacobs' financial debt is climbing after a failed
attempt at becoming the next big thing in Hollywood. After losing her job as a children's
party entertainer, Larissa's roommate gets her a gig working for an escort service. Her first
client is Senator Chase Underwood: hot, married, and the current presidential candidate.
Larissa and Chase will soon find out if his penchant for sexual domination will destroy his
prospects of world domination. When her affair with Chase erupts in scandal, Larissa also
finds herself being used as a pawn in Chase's bid for the presidency. Will Larissa remain
true to her promise to wait for Chase until the scandal has blown over? Will Chase finally
put his love for Larissa before his career?
Seducing Lola Jan 03 2020 I've had my fair share of bad relationships. I've dated liars,
cheaters, shoe fetishists, and everything in between. Sure, these experiences would make
any woman cynical when it comes to dipping her toe back into the dating pool, but I used
my past for good and made a career out of helping other women avoid going down the same
paths I had. And I was damn good at it. Until a random act of fate set my life on a course I'd
been avoiding for years, and put me in the crosshairs of a man that made me feel things I
swore to never feel again. Now I'm in his sights and it seems like he'll stop at nothing to
seduce the hell out of me. He might hold my career in the palm of his hands, but if Grayson
Lockhart thinks he can blackmail me into submission with his sexy voice and sexy hands
and sexy everything, then he's...probably right.

Most Dangerous Cowboy Aug 10 2020 Skylar Grey lost everything when her fiancé died.
But her move back to her hometown, Billings, Montana is not the fresh start she seeks, as
too many people know her tragic tale. But then she meets a bull riding cowboy who treats
her like she's made of fire and everything changes. Cody Galen joined the American
Extreme Bull Riders Tour to make money, not friends. He enjoys whiskey, winning, and
women and he doesn’t care who he pisses off while he pursues the hell out of all three. He
figures he only has a few years left before his body gives out and he might as well go down
hard in a blaze of glory. He knows the pretty thing he meets his first night in Billings is no
buckle bunny, but if she wants to play that role, who is he to argue? Neither one of them is
looking for anything lasting. But there’s only one thing more dangerous than riding
bulls—and that’s love. First Published as Cody
Shattered Hearts Series: Box Set 2 (Books 4-7) Oct 24 2021 Two rings. Two persistent
men. One impossible choice. The breath-taking continuation of the New York Times and
USA Today bestselling series. When I encouraged Chris to leave town to pursue his dreams,
I didn’t realize it would be the biggest mistake of my life. Now Chris and I are fighting to
put the pieces of our broken family back together, and Adam and I…are just fighting. With
Adam back from Hawaii, and our relationship still on pause, his charmingly awful jokes
take on a hard edge. And my indecisiveness seems to be testing his patience. But Chris
seems more willing and determined than ever to make my dreams come true—the same way

I did for him when I let him go. With Adam’s former girlfriend in the picture, I find myself
torn between the fresh start Adam has offered me and the family I’ll always share with
Chris. This boxed set includes four novels from the New York Times bestselling series. The
Shattered Hearts series is a steamy and tender second-chance romance. - Bring Me Home
(389 pages) - Chasing Abby (372 pages) - Abandon (258 pages) - Ripped (232 pages)
The Heiress Dec 26 2021 A new heartfelt and suspenseful stand-alone novel from New
York Times bestselling author Cassia Leo.How much is love worth?Twenty-two-year-old
Kristin and her single mom have always struggled to make ends meet. When her mother’s
body begins to deteriorate after many backbreaking years of working as a housekeeper,
Kristin must say farewell to her college dreams and hello to a full-time job waitressing. She
doesn’t really mind. After all, giving up on her dreams will be her penance for that one
horrible night. Her luck begins to turn when she meets Daniel Meyers. Daniel is sexy and
funny, but most importantly, he wants to get to know the real Kristin. It doesn’t hurt that
he’s also extremely wealthy and intent on protecting her. Kristin feels safe with him. She
wants to open up to him, to share the details of the awful night that changed her life. But she
can’t shake the feeling that Daniel may be keeping a dark secret of his own…
Power Players Box Set: The Complete Series May 07 2020 A scorching hot bundle of
billionaire alpha male stand-alones from New York Times bestselling author Cassia Leo.
This boxed set contains the following five stand-alone novels: CASH She needs fast cash to

pay her ailing father’s gambling debt. A one-night-stand with a notorious bad boy
billionaire changes her luck when he offers to pay her father’s debt…for a price. KING She
stole a suitcase full of cash—and secrets—from a king of the Las Vegas underworld. Then
she stole his heart. KNOX She leaves the mob family behind when she goes into law
enforcement. Then she’s kidnapped by a sexy stranger. He wants her to do his bidding at the
police station…and in the bedroom. LUKE A corporate spy is sent to steal the latest billiondollar technology from a competitor, but she ends up having her heart stolen instead. Will
their passion be his undoing? CHASE A struggling actress finds herself in over her head
when she takes a job as an escort and finds her first client is a sexy, dominating presidential
candidate.
The NoMad Cocktail Book Dec 14 2020 JAMES BEARD AWARD WINNER • An
illustrated collection of nearly 300 cocktail recipes from the award-winning NoMad Bar,
with locations in New York, Los Angeles, and Las Vegas. Originally published as a
separate book packaged inside The NoMad Cookbook, this revised and stand-alone edition
of The NoMad Cocktail Book features more than 100 brand-new recipes (for a total of more
than 300 recipes), a service manual explaining the art of drink-making according to the
NoMad, and 30 new full-color cocktail illustrations (for a total of more than 80 color and
black-and-white illustrations). Organized by type of beverage from aperitifs and classics to
light, dark, and soft cocktails and syrups/infusions, this comprehensive guide shares the

secrets of bar director Leo Robitschek's award-winning cocktail program. The NoMad Bar
celebrates classically focused cocktails, while delving into new arenas such as festive, largeformat drinks and a selection of reserve cocktails crafted with rare spirits.
Shattered Hearts Series: Box Set 1 (Books 1-3) Apr 05 2020 From best friend to first
love… Then, his rock stardom tore them apart. Now he’s back, and her explosive secret
threatens their second chance. The day I meet Chris is like any other day. I’ve been kicked
out of yet another foster home. The moment I see the piercing in his lip and the tattoos on
his smooth skin, I know I won’t last long here. I’ve never been so happy to be so wrong.
With a patience I’ve never known in my short, tumultuous life, Chris and his mother show
me it’s possible to trust again. And when no one’s looking, Chris shows me it’s possible to
feel loved. Unfortunately, he’s my foster brother. I can be kicked out of the only home I’ve
ever known if anyone finds out about us. But once I set off to college, Chris and I can
finally come out. And suddenly, hiding our love is the least of our worries when Chris is
offered a record deal. Chris is adamant he’ll never leave me. I know he won’t take the deal
unless I force him to. I have to do the unthinkable. I have to do it for him. This boxed set
includes three novels from the New York Times bestselling series. The Shattered Hearts
series is a steamy and tender rock star romance. ?- Forever Ours (197 pages) - Relentless
(262 pages) - Pieces of You (372 pages)
Green Pesticides Handbook Apr 17 2021 Green pesticides, also called ecological

pesticides, are pesticides derived from organic sources which are considered
environmentally friendly and are causing less harm to human and animal health and to
habitats and the ecosystem. Essential oils based insecticides started have amazing features.
This book gives a full spectrum of the whole range of essential oil based pesticides that may
be used in pest control. It discusses the uses and limitations, including the recent advances
in this area. It describes the metabolism and mode of action, and provides the present status
of essential oil based pesticide residues in foodstuffs, soil and water.
The Secrets We Kept Feb 02 2020 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A thrilling tale of
secretaries turned spies, of love and duty, and of sacrifice—inspired by the true story of the
CIA plot to infiltrate the hearts and minds of Soviet Russia, not with propaganda, but with
the greatest love story of the twentieth century: Doctor Zhivago • A HELLO SUNSHINE x
REESE WITHERSPOON BOOK CLUB PICK At the height of the Cold War, Irina, a
young Russian-American secretary, is plucked from the CIA typing pool and given the
assignment of a lifetime. Her mission: to help smuggle Doctor Zhivago into the USSR,
where it is banned, and enable Boris Pasternak’s magnum opus to make its way into print
around the world. Mentoring Irina is the glamorous Sally Forrester: a seasoned spy who has
honed her gift for deceit, using her magnetism and charm to pry secrets out of powerful
men. Under Sally’s tutelage, Irina learns how to invisibly ferry classified documents—and
discovers deeply buried truths about herself. The Secrets We Kept combines a legendary

literary love story—the decades-long affair between Pasternak and his mistress and muse,
Olga Ivinskaya, who inspired Zhivago’s heroine, Lara—with a narrative about two women
empowered to lead lives of extraordinary intrigue and risk. Told with soaring emotional
intensity and captivating historical detail, this is an unforgettable debut: a celebration of the
powerful belief that a work of art can change the world.
Pieces of You Aug 02 2022 Sometimes, putting yourself first is truly a sacrifice. Claire
Nixon and Adam Parker each have a painful past too heavy to carry alone. Claire once tried
to push Adam away but his relentless pursuit of her heart made her walls come crumbling
down, and now they know they're much stronger together than apart. But now Claire's
attending college a hundred miles away from Adam, and the distance is forcing a crack. To
add to the strain, Adam is sent to Hawaii on business, and doubts start creeping into both
their hearts. Claire's also dealing with her ex, rock star Chris Knight, being back in her life.
Chris wants Claire more than anything, and he knows just how to get her: only he has the
power to mend the final missing piece of Claire's broken heart. How can Claire ever choose
between taking a chance on new love, or a second chance at having a family and a home?
Have you read Relentless, the first book in the Shattered Heart series? You can also read
Bring Me Home now, and discover the ending to Claire, Adam and Chris's story... New
Adult Contemporary Romance: Due to strong language, drug reference, and sexual content,
this book is not intended for readers under the age of 18.

Poems for the Millennium, Volume Four Oct 31 2019 "Global anthology of twentiethcentury poetry"--Back cover.
Paradise Lost Nov 24 2021
Knox May 31 2022 From New York Times bestselling author Cassia Leo comes a sinfully
sexy and suspenseful new series.Rebecca hasn't seen or heard from her mob boss father in
four years, but she's about to receive a message from him that will throw her life into chaos.
Rebecca thought she left the crime family, and the painful memories, behind when she went
into law enforcement. She never expected to be abducted by a sexy stranger. But when this
stranger makes Rebecca an offer too tempting to refuse, she finds herself dragged into one
of the most ruthless vendettas of the century.Knox Savage is the searingly sexy CEO of
Knox Security and a notorious playboy. What most don't know about Knox is that he loves
helping high-profile criminals escape justice. He makes no judgments about guilt or
innocence. And he doesn't do it for sentimental reasons. But he's about to take on a case
that's going to get very personal.
Savage Love Sep 22 2021 When I walked into the bar across from the hospital, all I wanted
was a drink to help me forget the worst day of my life. What I got was sexy, mysterious
Jake Maxwell and the most amazing one-night stand of my life.Months later, he seeks me
out with an unconventional offer: He'd like to take me and my dog for a walk. My lazy dog
could use the exercise, and I could use something to distract me from the pain of my sister's

death. Jake's bad puns, gorgeous smile, and protective nature turn out to be the perfect
medicine for my injured soul.But just like the day we met, that one date turns into so much
more. And as Jake and I grow closer, it becomes difficult to separate his pain from my own.
All I want is to share the burden of his secret. But some truths are too savage to be
spoken.Savage Love is a new steamy, emotional stand-alone romance from New York
Times bestselling author Cassia Leo. This book deals with sensitive subject matter. Due to
graphic scenes and strong language, reader discretion is advised.
Summerlost Mar 17 2021 The first middle grade novel from internationally bestselling
author Ally Condie comes to paperback. It's the first real summer since the accident that
killed Cedar's father and younger brother, Ben. Cedar and what’s left of her family are
returning to the town of Iron Creek for the summer. They’re just settling into their new
house when a boy named Leo, dressed in costume, rides by on his bike. Intrigued, Cedar
follows him to the renowned Summerlost theatre festival. Soon, she not only has a new
friend in Leo and a job working concessions at the festival, she finds herself surrounded by
mystery. The mystery of the tragic, too-short life of the Hollywood actress who haunts the
halls of Summerlost. And the mystery of the strange gifts that keep appearing for Cedar.
Infused with emotion and rich with understanding, Summerlost is the touching new novel
from Ally Condie, the international bestselling author of the Matched series that highlights
the strength of family and personal resilience in the face of tragedy. Great for fans of Bridge

to Terabithia and The Thing About Jellyfish. “Kids are awesome. And they are diverse.
There are children with different abilities and backgrounds and experiences, and every one
of them deserves to find themselves in children's literature and to know that they matter.”
–Ally Condie, on Summerlost “Funny, sad, sweet, and heartwarming.” –Parents.com,
Special Needs Now blog ? "Condie is at her best . . . grabbing readers’ interest from the first
page." —Publishers Weekly, starred review "A nuanced portrait of grief deeply grounded in
the middle-school mind-set." —Booklist "Honest, lovely, and sad." —Kirkus Reviews ?
"Thoughtful, poetic chapter endings guide readers new to psychological depth toward
meaningful connections between plot events and thematic reflections." —BCCB, starred
review
Wreck Me ( High School Bully Romance) Jan 15 2021 I was once part of the elite. I lived
in Beverly Hills, went to a posh private school, and hung with the rich kids. My life
consisted of pool parties, designer clothes, and selfies. I was spoiled, self-centered, and,
admittedly, a royal bitch at times. You had to be if you wanted to hang with my clique. I
had everything Until my father was charged with fraud and sent to prison. My friends
disowned me and I became a pariah. Everything we owned was stripped away. Gone. Now
I'm forced to go to a new school - one with metal detectors and a crowd of bullies who hate
outsiders. If that isn't bad enough, I find myself attracted to a drop-dead gorgeous hottie
who can't decide if he's on my side or theirs. Life has royally screwed me over, but I still

have my pride and I’m not about to let these kids ruin me. If it’s a fight they want… I’ll
give it to them. Hell, I have nothing else left to lose. This high school bully romance
enemies-to-lovers story features strong language and very adult situations. For mature
readers. Topics: contemporary romance, romantic comedy, royal romance, billionaire
romance, billionaire, series, romantic comedy series, comedy, comedy series, interracial
romance, funny romance, laugh romance, modern romance, urban romance, new york, new
york romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, Prince romance, neighbor
romance, best friends to lovers romance, city romance, smart romance, undercover
bodyguard, neighbors romance, roommate romance, something funny to read, best friends
in romance, brothers, Kinds, royalty, lighthearted romance, light romance, hot romance,
nana malone, nana malone romance, proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement
romance, free ebook, freebie, free book, free reads, free romance novel, free romance book,
free billionaire book, romantic comedy books free, romance books free, billionaire romance
for adults, billionaire romance books, contemporary romance free, funny romance, funny
romance free, funny books free, comedy books free, rom com, hilarious, romance series,
romance series, romance books, beach reads, new adult, college, funny, female, stories,
sensual, sensual romance, alpha male, dominant male, hot guy, racy, billionaire romance
free, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional
journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long romance

series, wealthy hero, wealthy heroes, sassy, captivating romance, hot, hot romance,
forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon, mystery, action adventure romance, romantic
suspense, suspense romance, action scene romance, action adventure romance.
Shoot for the Heart Dec 02 2019 This boxed set collection contains the complete Shoot for
the Heart series plus a bonus scene! Jack and I had everything. Then in one brutal instant,
the universe tilted on its side, discarding us into black nothingness. Now Jack is obsessed
with revenge, and I'm desperate to leave the night of our anniversary behind me. When
we're not fighting, the only way we communicate is in the bedroom. With nothing left to
lose, I write a goodbye letter and head for my mother's empty house, three hours away from
Jack, where I quickly meet a neighbor who helps me find a job. My new neighborhandsome ex-soldier Isaac Evans-is complicated. Nevertheless, we form a fast friendship,
bonding over a mutual desire to create something beautiful from the wreckage of our lives.
But despite the distance between us, Jack and I are still trying to make things work-fighting
and playing dirtier than ever. And he doesn't appreciate my new friendship with Isaac. Not
one damn bit.
Relentless Feb 25 2022 Sometimes, letting someone into your heart is the bravest risk to
take. Claire Nixon is a twenty-year-old college dropout with a secret she'll never tell. Then
she meets sexy Adam Parker. Claire knows the flirting is harmless, but guys like Adam
mean trouble. Then a seemingly innocent comment spurs a bet between them: if Adam can

get Claire to reveal the secret that made her leave her college and her life behind, she has to
re-enroll. Claire's sure she can win. She's perfected the art of forgetting her past. But she
isn't prepared for Adam's relentless pursuit, and she's definitely not prepared when her first
love, rock-star Chris Knight - and her heartbreaking secret - comes banging down her doora
You can also read books two and three in the Shattered Heart series - Pieces of You and
Bring Me Home. New Adult Contemporary Romance: Due to strong language, drug
reference, and sexual content, this book is not intended for readers under the age of 18.
Matched Oct 12 2020 Cassia has always trusted the Society to make the right choices for
her: what to read, what to watch, what to believe. So when Xander's face appears on-screen
at her Matching ceremony, Cassia knows with complete certainty that he is her ideal mate . .
. until she sees Ky Markham's face flash for an instant before the screen fades to black. The
Society tells her it's a glitch, a rare malfunction, and that she should focus on the happy life
she's destined to lead with Xander. But Cassia can't stop thinking about Ky, and as they
slowly fall in love, Cassia begins to doubt the Society's infallibility and is faced with an
impossible choice: between Xander and Ky, between the only life she's known and a path
that no one else has dared to follow. Look for CROSSED, the sequel to MATCHED, in Fall
2011! Watch a Video
Bloom Aug 29 2019 The heart-pounding, emotional conclusion to the Evergreen series
from New York Times bestselling author Cassia Leo. With Jack determined to correct his

past mistakes, and to help me cope with the news about Junior’s murderer, I find myself
hardly able to function, my soul weighed down by renewed grief and crippling guilt. When
I confess my sins to Jack, watching the light in his blue eyes go dim with every word I
speak, I know I will not soon be forgiven. Maybe I don’t deserve forgiveness. When I
confess my new predicament to Isaac, I’m met with words of comfort and an apology that
leaves me reeling with regret. I am truly my own worst enemy. But I refuse to give up. With
a renewed sense of purpose, I am determined to weed out my destructive habits and bloom
into the person and the mother I was meant to be.
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